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Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Homer, the epic poet, lays in
bed as he awaits his imminent demise. He sees the Muse of Epic
Poetry appear before him. The Muse allows him to become
part of the world of his epic poem. Sing no more, Muse, for the
lights of Olympus have faded. The gods have fallen silent, the
glowing worlds beneath them no longer in a state of
becoming. Helen s beauty, the bearer of all summer likenesses,
becomes a mere imprint on my poetic tongue s last spoken
syllable. A once-unending river bends. Like Achilles, I feel time
irrevocably shifting my life s golden stream. My life is ending.
Time hurls itself toward me, distinctly sharp and clear in its
mortal profusion. The arrow reaches its mark, and I feel that
the demigod s hands are my own. The half-perspiring palms
are intersecting lines, which then converge with smaller lines
along the coarsely gleaming moisture. I sink beneath the
weight of a heavy sky. A world immeasurably white now
breathes the end of me, reminding me of the silent kindness of
snow. My time has...
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It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of
time. I am very easily could get a satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gia nni Hoppe-- Gia nni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your
lifestyle period will probably be transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alfor d K ihn-- Alfor d K ihn
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